May 13, 2023

Dear Mr. Mayor,

Do you have a special pet that you really love? Well you can save hundreds of pets and give them a home if you build more animal rescue organizations and get people to help out with it. If we have more animal rescue organizations, animals like dogs and cats won't get hurt or be cold and they
could have a real home where they can be actually loved. It might cost some money, but soon, it will be worth the money. You would have to get a lot of people to find some cold, stray animals. Then you would probably have to build two or three animal rescue organizations for the pets to stay until somebody adopts them. You can hire people that are looking for jobs so people will get money to pay bills and buy things like clothes and food.
You could sell each pet for $25 and earn money for the city while giving the pets away. The city will be more fun and people will be able to buy things. When this change is made stray animals will be saved from the cold and people will have loveable, adorable pets.

Sincerely,

3rd grade Solomon